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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Figure 1: Verandas, disseminated in PD8, Kabul

GERES: History and Approach

GERES has been operating in Afghanistan since 2002, implementing activities in the sectors of
energy efficiency and rural development. From 2002 to 2009, GERES developed its activities in Afghanistan
focusing on the following aspects:

 Expertise: Being a NGO with a very strong and specific technical expertise, GERES
developed very technical tools that were adapted to Afghan context;

 Places of intervention: Given the important number of rural development tools
(greenhouses, cellars, etc.), GERES mainly worked in rural areas of Afghanistan. In urban
context and particularly in Kabul, public buildings were equipped with energy efficient
technologies, and large number of energy efficiency techniques are disseminated in 3 urban
districts of Kabul city.

 Implementation method: As GERES expertise was very technical but did not integrate
much socio-economic and other soft aspects of project implementation, most of GERES’
activities were implemented providing technical tools and expertise in the framework of
partnerships with other organisations.

From 2009, GERES switched to large scale development of energy efficiency techniques through a
single project, dissemination of 700 passive solar houses in rural Bamyan Province and dissemination of
energy efficiency in 3000 urban houses in Kabul city was the highlighted examples of energy efficiency
techniques development and dissemination. On 2014 GERES become a leader of consortium for
implementation of 4 years project with 10M euros fund in central highlands of the country. These projects
encouraged GERES to take more socio-economic aspects into account for project implementation, and to
integrate such aspects in the methodology.

In 2012, GERES launched its first large-scale project in Kabul City with activities of large-scale
dissemination of passive solar houses, coupled with research and development (R&D) on an energy efficient
multi-function stove and urban context solutions for Kabul households. While the NGO can benefit from its
experience of large-scale dissemination of energy efficient techniques in housing, the urban context was
quite new to GERES, particularly for such a project. The final external evaluation of that project (AFG-TAJ
project) shows a huge interest from Kabul people on energy efficiency techniques application in their
houses.
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Drawing a baseline for the second urban project

The so-called ‘SWITCH project has been planned for 4 years of implementation in Afghanistan
Kabul: Switch intervention areas are planned to be 15 districts out of 22 in Kabul city and at least 2
provincial districts, selection of districts will happen in few steps, so far 11 districts are selected as project
intervention areas. Police Districts: 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 13 and 16. Selection of 4 more districts will
be managed in second year of the project.

Large scale, market-driven production of approved energy saving solutions (ESS) and their
sustainable consumption by private households in Kabul and beyond contribute to economic growth, poverty
reduction and climate change mitigation.

The implementation of a baseline survey appears necessary in the inception phase of the project,
as the project is designed to be implemented in new areas, with large number of technical solutions. Indeed,
activities were implemented in Kabul in the past years, but not in the framework of consortium of local and
international NGOs. A good understanding of Kabul urban context and household behaviour appears
therefore necessary. For that reason, the baseline survey of the project has been designed with four main
components:

1) A socio-economic assessment of domestic energy practices;

2) A marketing strategy;

3) A loan and credit interest among communities

4) A carbon baseline monitoring campaigns, to be carried out in coming winters.

The baseline tools

The tools used for baseline was mainly updated or edited from previous AFG- Taj project, for each
section a questionnaire is prepared and used as main tools.

A data base also prepared according to survey questionnaire, as soon as the data collected from
field the data entry officer inserted to databases, mean the data bases were daily updated.
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1. PART I – METHODOLOGY OF THE ASSESSMENT

The methodology followed in this assessment is based on the specific methodology developed
by GERES on the socio-economic assessment of domestic energy practices. It relies on 5 main steps:

1) Preliminary data collection;

2) Preparation of the field survey;

3) Implementation of the field survey;

4) Data entry;

5) Analysis, Synthesis and reporting;

The assessment was implemented from 21/08/2016 until 13/10/2016 according to the below
calendar.

Activities W1 W2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 W8 W9 W9 W10 W11
Preliminary data collection

Tools development or adaptation
Training, and briefing to the team
Definition of the action plan and sampling

Preparation of field survey
Field survey in AFG- TAJ intervention districts (D
5, 7 and 8)
Field Survey in other districts

Market Survey
In (D5, 7 and 8)
In other districts

Craftsmen Survey
In targeted districts

Market Survey
In targeted districts

Focus Group Discussion (FGD)
In targeted districts

Key Informant Interviews (KII)
In 4 newly started districts
In previous districts

Data Entry

Data entry of field survey results
Data analysis, synthesis and findings

Data analysis and report writing
Restitution and recommendations to project
team

Table 1 – Calendar of the assessment
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1.1. DATA COLLECTION
The MoU have been drafted with Kabul Municipality, from June 2016, but due to some unclear

reasons it was delayed for several months, this was affecting the planned activities, the key informant
interviews with districts governors and community representatives (Wakil Guzar) has been postponed for
several weeks, the survey started with household interviews. Later on KM provide a letter for temporary
work start, this letter help the project team to start their activities in field, including interviews with district
governors and Wakils. However the available information and data from previous project help us to start
the survey from household level.
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1.2. PREPARATION OF FIELD SURVEY

The preparation of field survey included the elaboration of questionnaires and forms
to conduct the survey in the districts; pilot tests in Dari to finalise the forms; and the definition
of sample size and sampling method.

1. Household Survey
398 household surveyed in 15 districts of Kabul municipality, which was started from

21/08/2016 to 06/10/2016, the number of surveys per districts are not balance and equal to
each other, it’s based on population, size of the districts, eligibility of the district
neighbourhoods to GERES energy efficiency techniques and finally security and accessibility
was also considered in districts or neighbourhoods selections.
It consisted of all the information which gathered during the survey by surveyors such as:
 Age distribution
 Sex distribution
 Access to education facilities
 House hold size
 Number of children & male members at home
 Number of paid workers
 Means of energy use and its percentage
 Structural building up of houses
 Daily expenses of the family members
 Information about loans and MFIs.

It dealt with general information regarding the area, housing system, and energy issues which
most of the houses are unplanned and the biggest difficulties the surveyors faced was not
responding of richer section of the area and allowing them to ask.

2. Market Survey
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The market survey held in 12 markets of 7 districts, District# 3,5,6,7,11,13,17 on 25
to 27/09/2016.

Selected markets are as diverse as possible, in order to know from main, sub and small
markets, It consists of 5 main components like;

 Number of sales men
 Number of craftsmen (relevant craftsmen for project activities: carpenters,

welders, tinsmith, painters …)
 Cooking and heating device availability and prices
 Fuel price
 Construction material availability and prices during four season of the year.

3. Craftsman survey
The craftsmen survey was held from 28/09/2016 to 04/10/2016 in Districts # 3,

5,7,8,13,17. The aim was to survey some pilots, more craftsmen will be interviewed during
project implementation by RMO. Totally 68 craftsmen from 6 districts of Kabul city was
interviewed.

Following topics are discussed and asked during craftsmen survey:
 Professions
 Skills
 Literacy rate
 Activities, pick season for activities
 Income and expenses
 Determination of the prices
 Their main and submain customers, and their relations towards customers
 Quality
 Collecting their Ideas regarding how to boost up the activities
 Information regarding loans.
 ……..

4. Focus group discussions
From 09/10/2016 to 11/10/2016 a focus group discussion survey was conducted among 5
districts of Kabul at different places, 123 people from different background participated. The
purpose of this focus group discussion was to discover about their housing system, energy use,
loans from micro finance institutions, and their opinion regarding implementation of the
SWITCH ASIA project. The focus group discussions was conducted by means of FGD report
template which was discussed by the surveyors during the meeting and people shared their
views in different manners and cooperated with the team. The first part of the FGDs template
dealt with general information of the survey, surveyors and the participants. The second section
was concerned with the Housing system, Energy use, facilitating loans of microfinance
institutions, Feasibility and opinion on proposed energy-saving alternatives. As well one part
in FGD was dedicated to the challenges, problems and issues the neighbourhood is dealing
with.

5. Key Informant Interviews
As mentioned above the KII was kept to the last days of the data collection from field, because
of the MoU signing delay with KM, on other hand the 3 intervention districts from previous
project was already covered by KIIs. The KII planed first with district governors of 4 newly
started districts and will continue for rest of the districts. The KII planned together with RMO,
because they are in deeper and closer relations with districts authorities and Wakil Guzars.

Table 2 – Sampling method for the field survey

1.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF FIELD SURVEY

The field survey is the central part of the SWITCH project. It relies on field visits of the assessment
team to carry out focus group discussions, household interviews with questionnaires, market survey, and
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craftsmen survey. The field survey started at the end of February 2013, with a dedicated team (4 surveyors
and a data entry officer).

1.3.1. Household Survey

Household questionnaires refer to standardised interviews with household members that are carried
out in order to gather quantitative information, such as the economical balance of households, fuel
consumption and devices, housing, health and hygiene and their knowledge and information about type,
quantity and other details of loans. Another part of the questionnaire was about house configuration, on
this section we were trying to understand houses eligibility for the techniques and to know houses
construction in urban and semi urban context.  IN order to understand the economy level and situation of
the HH, the income and expenses were another part in house hold survey.

In total, 398 household questionnaires were completed during the field survey, spread as
follows:

Figure 2: Number of interviews per districts

Districts are very different from each other in term of eligibility (planned and unplanned area), in
term of population, in term of security and access. This is why the survey are not balance per district. In
PD11, the surveyors faced a small difficulty with security officers, the security officers of the district were
insisting to sign MoU with KM and provide them a letter from KM and not from GERES. However that was
the only issue with security officers and was not reported in any other places. D13 the most populated and
the most eligible district for energy saving solutions catch the most number of surveys.

Field survey biases

The reading of survey results should take into account a certain amount of biases that appeared
inherent to the survey and can hardly be balanced.

 The bias induced by wealth level of surveyed: It was observed quite early during the field
survey that wealthy families and families leaving in “Pakistani” houses (who very often are
the same) refuse to open their door to the surveyors. As a consequence, the results of the
household questionnaires do not include elements about this type of families. Still, the
results remain representative of the majority of Kabul population since these families,
though being visible, are not numerous.
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Profile of interviewees

As regards the profile of interviewees, it appears that 37.89% of the people interviewed are
the head of the household. This can be explained by the fact that Afghanistan is a male dominant society
and mostly they work outside during the day and our surveyors wasn’t able to have an interview with them.

As survey targeted mostly unplanned areas of Kabul city, and more than half of the interviewee
were females and house wife, this is because the number of illiterate interviewers are quit high.

Figure 3– Level of education of interviewees

Levels of education of interviewees are quite various which is around 43.81% is illiterate 3
masters and only one PHD, the second highest number is high school graduated.

51.25% of
the interviewees are
women and 48.74%
are men, which is
explained by the fact
that the household
questionnaires were
conducted by one
male surveyor and 2
female surveyors.

The fact that
women usually stay
home during the day
make them more
available to answer
this type of
interviews.

Figure 4: Gender ratio of interviewees
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1.3.2 Market Survey

Figure 5: Wood market in PD6 © GERES

The craftsmen and beneficiaries are both link with retailers and markets. The cost of materials are
different from each market and even between retailers, to understand better market situation, materials
availability and prices the marker survey has been designed and implemented in several bazaars. We tried
to select the bazaars as diverse as possible.

The focus of market survey was on craftsmen, fuel, devices and construction materials. Using the
specific questionnaire for market survey, the team succeed to find a representative person in each bazaar
or market for interview.

The market survey had been implemented in PD3, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, and 17 Bazaars.

1.3.3 Craftsmen Survey:
As mentioned above most of the SMEs and craftsmen from targeted areas will be surveyed and

interviewed by RMO during project implementation, here more than 60 SMEs or individual craftsmen from
different categories are interviewed. The focus of SMEs/ craftsmen survey was on their availability,
workload, income and expenses, season or work, relations with customers, difficulty and challenges they
are facing and their interest on innovation techniques of energy efficiency.

1.3.4 Focus Group Discussions

In order to understand the overall situation of a neighbourhood and cross check with the individual
answers of household survey, the focus group discussion was organized in few targeted districts. In total
13 focus group has been organized, in order to allow women to speak, and also because men usually have
good knowledge of the overall situation, while women can provide more accurate information about daily
practices, in particular about their housework 3 FGD was organized with women participants out of 13.  The
focus of FGD was on general situation of their neighbourhood in term of environment, housing, energy,
health, education and development projects in the area. Considering survey team capacity and available
resources the FGD was organized in 6 districts as bellow:

Districts Sex No. of  participants
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Table 3–focus group
discussions

Considering the local context, it was necessary to appeal the community representatives, wakils,
to organise the discussions. For men FGD, the wakil of the area also took part in discussion. However, other
surveyors has mainly conducted the FGDs. As regard to women focus group discussions, it held by female
surveyors with representative number of participants.

1.3.5 Key Informant Interviews
Key Informant Interviews are designed to be done with district representatives, who can provide

all the information on district level, this activity was directly linked with GERES and MK MoU, because of
top down bureaucracy management on government side, the district governors are not allowed to provide
information without permission from KM. Right after we received authorization letter from KM the KII were
planned with 4 newly started districts as first priority. They are District, and 16 of Kabul municipality.

1.4 DATA ENTRY

The data entry was mainly carried out by data entry officer, with support of the project manager,
who recorded and conducted files of all the interviews and FGDs.

The most difficult part of data entry is the one related to quantitative survey: while it appears
long and boring, data entry is a key part of the assessment. Indeed, good knowledge of the context and
whole understanding of the assessment insure data entry with very limited mistakes. For that reason, data
entry by an involved staff member has been preferred to the usual transfer of the task to external data
entry officers. Quantitative data entry was done in a basic Excel database that could be easily exported to
other analysis software.

For key informants interviews and focus group discussions; data entry was carried out by different
team members on the basis of word processed reports.

1.5 DATA ANALYSIS AND REPORT WRITING

Data analysis was carried out by project team members, and was eventually formatted after the
full completion of field survey, in a final written report. The report writing phase was implemented in
October/November.

8 M 17
16 M 10
16 M 10
6 M 9
8 M 8
8 F 5
Qul qasab ha M 8

3 M 10
6 M 7
13 F 6
Sare pul backside of hauza M 9

13 M 12
13 F 12

Total 123
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PART II – KEY FINDINGS

2.1 KABUL URBAN CONTEXT

2.1.1 City landscape

Geography and climate

Located in eastern central Afghanistan, along the Kabul River and at an elevation of 1800 metres,
Kabul is the capital city of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan. Surrounded by high mountains and crossed
by Kabul River from West to East, the city spreads on flat lands and on several hills included in the city.
Kabul has a strategic location in a valley surrounded by mountains and at crossroads of north-south and
east-west trade routes.

Figure 6: View of planned and unplanned areas in (PD2 and PD4) @GERES

The climate of Kabul is arid to semi-arid. There are very low amounts of precipitation, particularly
between May and November, and snowfalls in winter (15 to 30 cm annually), except few recent years
where the winters faced very little or even no snow falls. As for the rest of the country, Kabul is
characterised by a blue cloudless sky with 300 days of sunshine yearly, even if city air pollution tends
to mitigate this sunny weather. Kabul’s climate is also characterised by extreme temperature changes from
night to day, season to season, and place to place. As a result, the daily temperature varies from -15 to -
20 degrees Celsius in winter, to +15 to +30C in summer. The coldest month is January (average
temperature -12C), and the hottest month is July (average temperature +25C).

The city is exposed to different hazards and natural disasters risks. Floods can occur in case of
very high precipitations, despites the very low level of Kabul River. Hill constructions are exposed to stones
sliding, and Kabul is situated on a seismic area with major damage probable in case of earthquake. Years
of conflict have affected the quality of constructions, and a large event on the Chaman Fault could leave
40 per cent of the houses uninhabitable.
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Land occupation

The city of Kabul spreads on flat lands and includes several hills that have traditionally been
protected areas dedicated to different social and symbolic occupation. However, in the past sixteen years,
Kabul has grown significantly due to the arrival of internal displaced people from rural areas, from
2001, the return of refugees from abroad. As a consequence, hills of Kabul area are now being built and
occupied by housing. Today, Kabul has a built-up area of 140 square kilometres, and the urban structure
is divided into three main trends:

1. Historical flat areas with individual plots and regular streets organised according to a grid
network, e.g. Qala-e Fatullah area;

2. Few high buildings, from the Soviet period (Mikrorayan area) or very recently built (Shar-e
Naw);

3. Informal settlements, spreading up out of the Kabul Master Plan framework on flat lands, hills,
and outskirts of the city.

Because of its topography made of two adjacent valleys separated by a mountain, the city
expansion is highly constrained, and it is very likely that Kabul remains mono-centric. Indeed, the current
city centre benefits from an adequate network of primary roads and is the only location easily accessible
from all parts of the city.

Housing

Different types of housing can be observed in Kabul:

Traditional houses are similar
shape to the ones in rural areas, but in urban
areas its mostly with concrete or marble
terraces and cooked bricks and nice painted.
The ‘U’ and L shapes are more usual among
Kabul houses, they are made out of mud and
mud bricks, with a flat roof and wooden
windows. Such houses are energy efficient,
built with local materials. Generally built on a
plot with a courtyard, these houses respect
the traditional balance in the use of inside
and outside space. However, they need
regular maintenance (e.g. mud layer on the
roof every year), and they can be improved
thanks to better insulation techniques and
solar system. Figure 7: Traditional house in ‘U’ shape

Several-floor buildings and
blocks of flats are usually from two
categories the one from Soviet period, Such
buildings are of strong construction, with
acceptable level of energy efficiency. The
second category is recently developed towers
or blocks by private sector which seems very
poor in term of energy efficiency and some
constructions problem as well. The
apartments remain barely affordable for
Kabul households.

Figure 8: Multi-storey building in construction
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‘Pakistani houses’ are new
concrete constructions that take a lot of
space and are not at all energy efficient.

Figure 9: Pakistani’ houses

2.1.2 Institutional framework

Kabul City is managing by Kabul Districts, the districts are of two type management and each
district have police district office and municipality district offices. Where the people are going to share their
problems or when they faced any difficulty or wont some facility they mainly apply for one of the district
offices.

The institutional and governance framework of Kabul city is highly complex. Additionally to
the province and districts governments that exist in all the other regions of Afghanistan, Kabul is ruled by
a quite strong municipality that benefits from specific independent status. Regarding urban development
management, the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD) used to have a significant role to play. However,
most of prerogatives belong now to Kabul Municipality (KM). As a result, one has to be very precautious
when dealing with urban issues in Kabul, as rivalries between KM and the MoUD may interfere with the
implemented activities. In any way, the urban development of Kabul remains widely funded by international
donors that submit their financial help to specific conditions.

Kabul Municipality

Kabul Municipality has a distinctive legal status that puts it at the level of a ministry. The Mayor
of Kabul, appointed by the President of Afghanistan, is the head of Municipality, which is organised as
detailed in chart 4 bellow.

Kabul Municipality has more than 6,900 employees organised into 16 Service Directorates and 22
District Offices. Each of the 16 Directorates belongs to a division headed by a Deputy Mayor (DM): Technical
and Construction, Administration and Finance, and City Services. The Mayor has direct authority on the 3
Deputy Mayors and on 7 other directorates. In the 22 Districts, the Municipality is represented by District
Offices headed by a District Governor and acting as ‘small municipalities’. They report to the Mayor and
Deputy Mayors.

Neighbourhoods in Kabul have traditional customary organisation with significant influence and that
can represent a force of opposition to the formal structure. The wakil-e gozar are community
representatives elected by the heads of households and placed at the head of a gozar, neighbourhood.
They have customary responsibility for the registration of births, marriages, death, and property, for the
resolution of disputes, and can advocate for the community at a higher level. The wakils can elect a general
wakil to represent the group of representatives at institutional level. In the practice, wakils have been
merged into the institutional framework of Kabul Municipality as neighbourhood representatives. Wakils
usually meet at district level on a regular basis. Wakils in any case have major influence in their
neighbourhood and no project from the Municipality or other stakeholders can be implemented in an area
without the approval of the wakil. Usually, wakils rely on shuras that are traditional community councils in
Afghanistan. Members of shuras are usually elders of the area; however, in a same area there can be
several types of shuras involved at different levels of community organisation, e.g. mosque shura,
education shura, etc.

Kabul Municipality is supporting by big donors such as World Bank, Japanese cooperation, UN-
Habitat, German and French cooperation and some international NGOs and private sector.
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Other informal authorities

The complex political situation in Afghanistan has led to the creation of parallel authorities, referred
to as ‘shadow institutions’ formed by opposition groups that usually rule a territory. These authorities can
be particularly active and influent in rural areas. In Kabul, though they seem to have less influence, it is
important to take such stakeholders into account.

2.1.3 Population

The population of Kabul city is highly diversified in terms of socio-economical as well as ethnical
background. Today, the population of major cities Kabul represents 50 to 60% of Afghanistan urban
population, the exact and accurate data for Kabul population is not available, the estimated population
for seventeen districts are as bellow1. The existence of 5 more district which are provided by municipality
remain unclear, because we couldn’t find any data about district 18 to district 22.

The accuracy of the data is belongs to Central Statistics Organization (CSO), there were big
difference between the amount presented by district governor and CSO. As an example the district governor
for district 13 mentioned the population of the district around one million inhabitants, where the SSO report
shows 226, 965 inhabitants.

Based on the information obtained from Kabul Municipality, District 14 is part of the centre of
Paghman  . But there has been no agreement between Ministry of Interior, Kabul province and Kabul
Municipality in this regard.

Men
Women Total % of total

Kabul Households

PD 1 52999 48365 101364 2.65% 17235

1 Estimated Population of Afghanistan 1395 (2015-2016).
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PD 2 63879 59567 123446 3.23 % 20251

PD 3 77774 71740 149514 3.92 % 24667

PD 4 164166 153928 318094 8.33 % 50090

PD 5 153071 140571 293642 7.70 % 48258

PD 6 168259 156837 325096 8.52 % 55799

PD 7 202515 186351 388866 10.19 % 64739

PD 8 167936 155329 323265 8.46 % 49443

PD 9 144022 135616 279638 7.33 % 44165

PD 10 177093 165886 342979 8.98 % 57199

PD 11 137021 131415 268436 7.03 % 43087

PD 12 25960 23482 49442 1.29 % 7648

PD 13 117093 109872 226965 5.96 % 38025

PD 14 ... ... ... *

PD 15 189159 178056 367215 9.62 % 58707

PD 16 82837 76479 159316 4.17 % 26068

PD 17 51921 48042 99963 2.62 % 15404

TOTAL Kabul City 1975705 1841536 3817241 100% 620785
Table 4 – Population of Kabul City and Districts

Whereas the official data from CSO mentions a population of 3.8 million within Kabul Municipality
borders, the figure of 4.5 million inhabitants or more than 5 million are often appears, referring to
the total population of Kabul agglomeration. Indeed, the city spreads more and more out of Kabul District.

Kabul used to be a predominantly Pashto city; however, the mass arrival of rural populations and
returnees in the past years lead to a significant representation of Tajik and Hazara ethnicities. Besides,
important minorities can be found in the Afghan capital city, such as Uzbeks, Turkmens, Balochs, etc. The
city is divided in neighbourhoods that for the most part gather people according to their ethnicity and, for
the newly arrived their region of origin.

Kabul is the fifth fastest growing city in the world, with an estimated 4.74% average annual
growth between 2006 and 2020. The mass urbanisation and population increased observed in the past
years is thus expected to continue. With a density of 216 persons per hectare, Kabul is not a city of very
high density, compared to the other fast-growing cities of the Asian continent.

2.1.4 Urban development issues
The major challenge Kabul has to deal with is very fast growing population. Indeed, the

unprecedented growth of Kabul’s population significantly overtook the 1978 Master Plan’s holding
capacity of maximum 2 millions. As a consequence, informal settlements became the large majority of
housing conditions in the city. According to the World Bank, 80% of Kabul population (2.44 million)
lived in informal settlements in 2007, which represents 69% of Kabul residential area.

Informal settlements are of different types:

 Unplanned settlements are built on purchased rural or agricultural land, or in areas other
than residential within the Kabul Master Plan of 1978;

 Illegal settlements are invaded public or private land, or plots illegally sold by powerful
individuals. They can be squatted ruined houses, tents, etc. This category includes the so-
mentioned KIS, for Kabul Informal Settlements, by International NGOs.

What is KIS: In the jargon of emergency organisations (NGO and UN), the KIS, used for
Kabul Informal Settlements,

ACKU
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 Electricity supply: Power supply extended almost in all parts of the city, however
electricity cut during pick hours, especially in cold seasons is still a major problem for Kabul
population. The cost of electricity is raising with its quantity of use, this is why the people
of low and even medium economy cannot afford electricity for heating or cooking.

 Water supply and water management: Portable Water is becoming a major issue for
all Kabul population, lack of water supply and more particularly of sewage networks induces
a lot of hygiene and sanitation problems in the neighbourhoods; besides, the unplanned
management of water induces a high pressure on groundwater. Communities both complain
about the lack of drinking water and the contamination of groundwater by used waters due
to the lack of appropriate sanitation system. The water level is going deep and deep year
by year, most of the people are trying to dig more their water wells. In addition to water
supply and sanitation issues, communities report to be exposed to spring and summer
floods:

 Garbage management: There is no proper and widely spread system for garbage
collection. This creates also important health and sanitation problems. The garbage are
collecting different in the districts or even in neighbourhoods, mean in some places the
municipality is collecting weekly but in some other parts its almost monthly or biweekly. In
most of the places the collection pots become full in one or 2 days and rest of the garbage
sty down on the ground and in streets, which with wind its moving to all the area and
spraying in the air.

2.1.5 Kabul reconstruction stakeholders
Since 2001, international community as well as Afghan development stakeholders have been

particularly involved in the reconstruction and urban development of Kabul. The reconstruction of the city
mainly belong to Kabul Municipality that has been supported by International organisations such as UN
HABITAT. Today, there is still no urbanism plan at the general level, while construction of housing is very
active.

2.1.6 The energy sector in Kabul
Afghanistan is characterised by a very unstable energy production and supply due to the

general political and security instability of the country that caused fragmented power generation and
distribution infrastructures, as well as elevated dependency on imported petroleum products. Electricity
access is around 35 % of overall population, dependency of the country to imported electricity (more than
80%) affect deeply stability of the access. Ex in winter 2014 due to heavy snow falls in Salang area Kabul
electricity was cut for more than 2 months, and spring 2016 Taliban cut the imported electricity for almost
a month. This is because most of the populations are depend on biomass and petroleum energy sources.
Kabul people also use biomass fuels (wood, coal, sawdust …) as main fuels for heating, while for cooking
the LP gaz is the main fuel. ACKU
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Figure 11: Electric wires climbing the hills in PD5

As per the domestic use of fuels, 90.2% of heating fuels are solid biomass resources, including
firewood, charcoal, coal, and sawdust in Kabul city, however 95.6% of the people answered they use LPG
for cooking in Kabul.

Kabul City now benefits from better power supply more than before and more than it exists in
rural areas. As a result, electric power can be used – in theory – for heating and cooking purposes, but it
seems that such use remains very basic, due to the scarcity and expensiveness of electric devices and
electric supply. ACKU
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2.2 SPECIFICITIES OF SOME TARGETED DISTRICTS (PD 3, 6, 16
AND 13)

2.2.1 Police District 3
Territory organisation

Located in the centre, south of Kabul with an area of 5,9 square kilometres, the district authorities
reported an estimated population 450,000 inhabitants from different ethnicities, mostly Tajiks, Hazaras and
Pashtuns, while the CSO reports shows 149,514 inhabitants in D3.

Major institutions such as ministry of higher education, the Kabul University, deputy ministry and
departments of ministry of educations are and …. Are located in D3

District 3 is surrounded by D5 and 13 on west and south west, by D4 on north, D6 on south and D7 on
eastern parts.

PD3 is mainly planned areas, a lot of governmental and institutions are located and take big part
of the territory.

The territory can be divided into the following types of areas:

1. Non-residential areas with commercial, educational, and governmental facilities

2. Planned areas: 6000 houses are planned and around 3000 are unplanned in this area and its
one of the zones which have high rates of planned houses.

3. Developments: some of developments has occurred such as:
 Construction of roads and sub streets.
 Facilitating of proper water supply in the area.

The main three markets in the area are Kot-e Sangi Bazar, Dehmazang Market, and pol
surkh . In both markets devices, fuels, and construction materials can be found..

Security

The security situation in all Kabul city remain the same, some small differences according to VIP
and targeted institutions in the areas, D3 authorities not reported major issues, the criminality graph is a
bit high, presence of a lot of addicts on Kabul river sites make a challenge of small criminalities in the area.

No major risks seems for NGO works in the area.

ACKU
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2.2.2 Police District 6

Territory organisation

District 6 located on southern part of Kabul city, its surrounded by districts 13,3 and 7
The population is reported 275,000 inhabitants with 27,520 houses and 49,5 Km2 area, by district
authorities, while the CSO reports shows 325,096 inhabitants and 55,799 households.

It has 51 neighbourhoods and 51 wakil, PD6 is almost entirely unplanned. 90% of the Houses
are generally built according to the traditional pattern, with mud for older construction and very poor
families, and cooked bricks for new constructions. Only 10% is planned houses.

Security

Security in PD6 is reported to be quite good, with little criminality and low or no activity of armed
opposition groups. Criminal targeting in transit and NGO facilities are the most important risk, as a result,
the usual precautions are necessary when operating in the area.

ACKU
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2.2.3 Police District 16

Territory organisation

Located in the south-east of Kabul, and bordered at West by Zanburakshah Mountain (old city
walls) and the new Jalalabad Road on north. PD16 surround by PD8, PD 12 and PD9.

The population is reported 185,000 inhabitants with 15,000-20, 000 houses. The CSO report mentioned
159316 inhabitants and 26068 Households, 4-5% of the houses are planned like 1st Macrorayan , 10% are
richer group, 30% are from medium class, 60% are in low economic condition.
Several kind of development issues were reported, roads and sub streets not paved and getting close in
winter, only one health clinic which is not enough, mud construction house suffer in rainy season, lack of
portable water are the main problems the district is dealing with.

Security

The cases are less as compare to other districts of Kabul, except few criminal cases which was annihilated
during Eid ul Adha. (district governor reported)
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2.3 PROFILE OF THE HOUSEHOLDS

2.3.1 Household details
As previously mentioned, Afghanistan is a patriarchal society and mostly male member of the house

hold is head or responsible, most the decisions are took up by them, but now days the rule of women in
the household or family decisions are increasing and both men and women have influence on family or
even on the neighbourhoods. Due to less availability of men for interviews and lessons learnt from previous
surveys the male surveyors were not allowed to enter the households easily. For base line a team of female
surveyors were contracted. They could interview with both male and females.

Regarding head of the household 37.89% interviews were conducted with head of the household
and the rest was with other family member who had full information about family configurations, fuel and
devices use and practices.

The families were not willing to provide data or accurate information about their incomes, where
the compression of monthly and yearly income and expenses are quite questionable.

The majority of interviewed people age were between 31 to 40 years (28.14% of total number)
bellow table is showing participant’s ages.

Age of the interviewed people:

Figure 12– Age of the household members
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Level of education

43.81% of heads of
household are completely illiterate,
which is less than the national
illiteracy rate. The reason behind this
can be the interviews with housewife
because most of them were illiterate
and the survey target was mainly
poor people of the neighbourhoods.
There is no specific statistic about
the difference of literacy rate
between Kabul and the provinces;
however, it is likely that people living
in the capital city have better access
to education that those living in the
countryside.

This share is important to be
taken into account for project
implementation; however, it appears
that the rate of illiteracy
increases with the age of the
head of household.

Figure 13: Level of education of interviewed people

Household size

55.78% of the households’ size was

6 to 10 person.

And 2.2% of the households’ size

was 11-15 and 15.82% of the

households’ size was 1-5.

Majority of the household survey
includes children which is around
81.4%.

Figure 14: Size of the household
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House Ownership:

73.3% of the interviewed
people were the owners of the
houses, they could provide all the
details about house configuration
and practices. 7.56 percent says
they live in rented house but still
most of them had enough
information about house
configuration and energy
practices. 16.9 percent of the
people said they are not owners
of the houses they live, and not
given the clear answer (they live
in the house of relatives, or some
people who shift to abroad give
them the house ….). Fortunately
all the categories provide needed
information for our surveyors.

Figure 15 : ownership of the interviewed houses

Members Having Paid Work:

As mentioned above the questions on
paid work and income was seems
uncomforted for families, here is brief about
paid work. 65.07% of the families had one
member in their families who had paid work
and some of them are supported by family
members from abroad and income from rent
of properties, and the rest are as follow:

1= One person have Paid work,

2= Two person have paid work

3= Three person have paid work

4= Four person have paid work

5= Five person have paid work

More than 5 mean more than 5 people have
paid work

Figure 16: Average family member have paid workers
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2.3.2 Economic balance

Income

The average
declared annual
income is 180,889 AFA
per household, with no
significant difference
between the three
districts, as highlighted in
Error! Reference
source not found..

The data about annualThe data about annual
income are based on the
declaration of
interviewees, and can
only give an idea of their
income. Indeed, very
often, the expenses of the
household are beyond the
declared annual income,
whereas the interviewees
declare no credit.

Figure 17: Annual income per household

Expanses
41.7 % of people

expenses are between
500000 and one million
and 30.8% are more
than one million (1M to
1.5M), while the average
income was around 180,
000 Afghani

Repartition of the monthly income (in AFA)

Figure 18: Annual Expenses per household
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2.3.3 Awareness on energy efficiency technologies and loans

Energy efficiency: Based on the
findings only 8.82% of the
household knew about the energy
efficacy techniques and majority of
them around 91.18% did not know
anything about those technique. 12
people out of 398 knew veranda,
one of them was familiar with
windows double glassing, 16 of
them were familiar with all three
techniques, 5 of them were familiar
with veranda and roof insulation
and 2 of them were familiar with
veranda and windows double
glazing.

Figure 19: Awareness about Energy Efficiency Techniques

Loan: loan and information about micro finance institutions were the new sections in baseline survey,
the aim of this section was to know prior to the project start the interest and awareness of communities
on loans in its procedures, it seems most of the interviewed people were did not know about loans that
providing by MFIs.
393 person out of 398 responded to this question. And only 5 people did not say anything about, Majority
of them (81.68%), were not aware about the loan through MIFs only 18.32% were aware of it.

Figure 20: Families awareness about loan

Being Interested in Getting Loan

Majority of the participants 87.76% of them were not interested in getting loan and the rests are as
follow. The main reasons of not getting loans are such as:
 They had doubt on loan type, and they were saying its Haram to pay interest
 Some people said they are not able to pay back, the loans
 Some answered the loan pay back duration is short
 The MFIs need more official requirement for payment of loans( tough procedures)
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 MFIs aren’t available in the area

Figure 21: Interested people for getting loan

Interest to loans per districts:
Interest to loan depend to the cultural, previews MFIs activity, level of economy and access to loan,

bellow chart shows the interest per district, it’s also important to specify the type of loan, most of the
people refused because of religion (as interest, as its Haram in Islam,)

Figure 22: Interested people per districts
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follow.

Figure 23: People interest on type of loan

They pay the loan through the revenue and some of them through the money that their relatives send
them from abroad.

2.4 HOUSING

The traditional old houses are quite homogeneous amongst the surveyed population, which
belongs to the areas of Kabul that have been built mainly according to a traditional pattern similar to the
one that exists in rural areas. Meanwhile the newly developed houses are mainly of cook brick and concrete
constructions, which seems to be less energy efficient than mud constructions. As previously mentioned,
the survey could not target more well-off areas, such as the ones with common housing of multi-storeyed
buildings and the ‘Pakistani houses’. Only few houses of the reach category has been surveyed. Where in
some cases the owners seems to make joke of the survey questions and the surveyors feel the answer
they provide are not accurate and careful.

2.4.1 Typical house pattern
Most of the surveyed households live in individual houses. These houses are built according

to the traditional pattern of “L” or “U” shape.
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Figure 24: Typical Kabuli house in ‘L’ shape

2.4.2 Orientation
There is very old afghan proverb meaning,

where the sun go the doctor is not going. The big
majority of the houses are south-oriented, as
highlighted in Error! Reference source not found..
Indeed, as the surveyed houses are built according to a
traditional pattern as in rural areas, the houses are
south-oriented whenever it is possible. Nevertheless, in
a few areas of the target districts south orientation is not
possible, due to the situation on a mountain side. For
instance, the area of Yakh Dan-e Guzargah in PD7
comprises almost no sun at all in winter season. As well
parts of district 4 and district 2 are located to north face
of Asmayee Mountain where they cannot benefit from
sun energy. However building of several storey houses
are also becoming an important obstacle for some
places, this obstacle observed more in planed areas.

Figure 25: Houses orientation

Thanks to traditional L or U shape
constructions, in most of the houses 3 meter
terrace were available, this is the space can be
used for veranda construction, the houses with
U shape are the best for veranda in term of
cost efficiency. Generally 78% of the surveyed
houses had enough space on their south face.

Figure 26: enough space for veranda construction
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2.4.3 Number of floors

The majority of the house was with single floor in the surveyed areas (80%). And in case of several
floors the area of upper floors is usually similar to the one of the ground floor. The number of rooms
depends on the number of family members and of their financial resources; it can vary from 2 to 6 rooms.
Usually, one family living in a house has 3 rooms; if the house has more room it is very likely than more
than 1 family live in it. Usually, the family has one or two main rooms as living rooms, and one more room
for the guests. The living rooms are regularly heating in winter, while guest rooms are rarely heating.

Figure 27: Number of floors in surveyed houses

As regards construction materials, the majority of houses are built in mud bricks with wood
beams for the roof. People report that cooked bricks are preferred for new constructions; however, the
cook bricks are not affordable for most of the families. The roofs are usually built with wood or iron beams
and wood planks and mud layers on top. For water proofing of roofs the low economy people used plastic
sheet and mud plasters on top and a bit better families they used ISOGAM2.

And 62.34% of the surveyed houses are single storeys because it was not easy to survey the
houses with more than 2 floors, as they were not available and not welcoming survey team in their houses.

2.4.4 House construction
396 household members responded to this question, majority of the people in poorer areas still

construct their houses with raw materials like mud, raw bricks and wooden beam roofs. People are usually
ask craftsmen for their houses construction or reparation, only in cases if some of the family members are
craftsmen they build by themselves. Bellow chars shows the houses construction configuration.

2 ISOGAM is like asphalt paper fixing on cement roofs by heating and milting its asphalt on the roofs, its mainly for
roofs resistance against water influence
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Figure 28: Wall construction materials

Figure 29: the roof construction materials

Roof Materials

As already mentioned, traditional roofs are of wood or iron beams combine with several other layers
for roof stability, waterproofness and decoration. In the surveyed houses as well majority of the houses
are with wood and iron beams construction, where is a good opportunity for roofs thermal insulation (GERES
already developed techniques are adapted for wooden beams or metal beams construction)

Inequity of the houses:

According to our survey which we did around 64% of the houses were between 0-20 years old,
15.83 % between 21-40 years old, 14.8% didn’t know about their house age, it can be because they live
in rented or the houses of relatives.
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Figure 30: Age of the house

2.4.5 Disease the people are facing in Winter
388 participants responded to this question. Majority of them were suffering from
coughing/sneezing, flu and Joint pains (arthritis). Coughing / sneezing is common and in most of the
cases the people report coughing/sneezing . This can be the result of bad indoor and outside
environment and facing cold weather when they go out from rooms in winter.
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10 coughing/sneezing + flu + eye problems 4

11 coughing/sneezing + Joint pains (arthritis)+ flu +
eye problems

3

12 Joint pains (arthritis) + nervous shock 1

13 Tubercles + Flu 2

14 coughing/sneezing + Tubercles + Flu 4

15 sore throat 1

16 coughing/sneezing + flu + skin problems 1

17 Coughing 2

18 none 1

19 allergy 1

20 did not respond 10

Table 5: diseases through cold weather or pollutions

 Consulting with Doctor/Health centers during winter season
377 of the participants responded to this question. Based on the findings children were seeing
doctors during the winter on average 8.5 times per winter. And adults were seeing doctors during
the winter on average 6.26 times per winter.
356 household out of 398 had children and their children, in average they bath twice a week their
children.

2.4.6 Difficulty washing and drying the clothes
394 participants responded to this question. Majority of the participants, mean 72.36 % people
had difficulty for washing clothes during the winter. And their difficulties are as follow.
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Figure 31: Facing of difficulties for washing clothes

2.4.7 House maintenance
As of local context and because of low economy level of targeted areas for survey, the majority of people
did not spend money on their houses reparation, or maintenance, mean most of the owners reaper their
hoses themselves. And a big number of families pay very limited amounts.

Figure 32: House maintenance expenses

People usually call craftsmen for house reparation, when its serious, the small reparations the
people do themselves. As well the poorest families, when they cannot afford the labour costs or if they are
skilled to do it by themselves. The daily cost of a workmanship for house maintenance is 350AFA (unskilled
workers). These results have been obtained by focus group discussion. Usually the maintained cost for mud
constructions include roofs rehearing and painting of rooms. The mud roofs are not stable enough against
heavy snow and reins. People are adding a layer of mud plaster (2-3 cm thick) every each 2 or 3 years.
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Adding a layer of mud plaster for a room of 4x6 (24m2) will cost between 1500 to 2000 Afn. As well growing
people are using Isogam for their roofs water insulation its more stable compare to mud plaster and working
for 10- 15 years. The cost of Isogam for a room of 4x6 meter will cost 7000 Afn. Painting of the houses
and inside of rooms remain the same for mud concrete constructions. The people with better economy
paint their houses twice a year and the poor people are not painting so often.
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2.5 DOMESTIC ENERGY PRACTICES

2.5.1 Overview of domestic energy practices

Domestic energy practices comprise heating, cooking and lighting, The SWITCH project focuses
in mainly on heating but during project implementation and with R&D consultancy we may find some
solutions to improve cooking energy consumption as well. Most popular and used fuels are wood and gas,
and the usual device combination is a winter multi-function wood and coal stove and a small gas cooker.

2.5.2 Heating

Figure 33: Heating devices practice

Ordinary Bukhari

Ordinary Bukhari is the traditional very known device and one of the oldest models, its available all
over the country and thanks to low cost its affordable for poor and medium class people. In Kabul because
of the functions (heating and water boiling only) and its will known shape, it is still on the second priority
for low and medium economy people.

Figure 34: Ordinary Bukhari
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Figure 35: Number of Bukharies in the household

Figure 36: type of energy supply used during winter season

The purpose of use for Ordinary Bukhari is mainly heating, as this device is designed for winter
use. Still some families benefit from other purposes and make it malty function use. Water boiling is the
second use of cylinder or ordinary Bukhari.
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Figure 37: purpose of using energy use

Bukhari Chari

Bukhari Chari is the first priority use for families, thanks to its malty function use and its cost
Bukhari Chari is affordable for most of the population. In surveyed families 158 out of 398 families are
using Bukhari Chari during winter for heating of their homes, water boiling and cooking. Bukhari Chari is
also one of the will known and very available device.

Figure 38: Number of Chari stove

The fuels for Chari stoves are all of solid fuels such as wood, coal, dung, etc. in some cases people
use mixed fuels, mean they are mixing one or several type of fuels. Bellow chart is explaining the fuel use
in Chari stoves. Wood as most available, easy use is on top use for both very known devices (Nukhari Chari
and Bukhari Ordinary)
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Figure 39: sources of energy use

The main purpose for Bukhari Chari is also heating 53.8%, there are other sub purposes like water
boiling and cooking.

Figure 40: purpose of using chari stove

Gas Bukhari

Due un stable gas price, especially very high price in winter and big risk of danger with gas heaters
the use of them are limited among beneficiaries. Chart 33 shows only 5.2 percent of people are using gas
stoves for heating purposes.

Electrical Heater

The reasons for very limited and less use of electrical heaters in low and medium category of the
people is cost, no stability of electricity and high cost of devices, the electricity cost is directly linked with its
quantity of use, mean with more use of electricity the cost is getting higher. Therefore very limited number
of families reported electrical devices use for heating and also for cooking purposes.
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Other devices

A big number of people used devices other they were listed in questionnaire, most of them (97
household) during the winter season for heating. And they use wood coal as fuels of energy supply
for sandali3.
36 out of 97 had one seat, 25 had two and six of them had three Sandali is their houses.

Other device that is used by the people was Air Condition (AC).

2.5.3 Cooking
Cooking section is the one GERES Afghanistan has been not worked yet, is the most energy
consumer for Kabul families, due to 4 season and two or 3 times per day using of cooking devices
and fuels it’s become on top according the fuel use. The highest majority of the families are using
LPG (Liquid Petroleum Gas) and a simple small balloon called picnic.

Gas Picnic

370 households (93.22%) are using gas picnic for their cooking, water boiling purpose, a small
number of people are using gas oven.

Figure 41: purpose of using Chari stove

Above chart is showing Kabul households are mostly depend (more than 99%) on LPG for their
cooking purposes. However in higher class the use of electricity can be a bit more, but still LPG will be on top.

Tandoor

What is Tandoor? To dig a cylinder hole (r= 60 cm and h= 100cm in average) in ground and putting
already made Tandoor (a bit smaller than already made hole), people are using tandoor for making
bread but in the same tine time they also use for water boiling and cooking. Due to smoke and use
of biomass fuels in urban context the use of Tandoor is really less among Kabul families.

3 Sandali is a table like 1x1 meter with 50 to 60 cm high, then people put blanket on top and put the fired wood coal
(coal ember) in a pot.
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Figure 42: Tandoor © GERES
Digdan

Digdan is very known device for cooking in rural areas, in semi urban and villages around Kabul still
some people are using, in Kabul a very fewer people still use Digdan. From survey data base only
eight of them had Digdan, which among them 6 were using it daily, one of them were using it very
often, and only one person didn’t say anything about its use.

2.5.4 Heating Fuels
The units used for bying fuels are mostly of local and traditional units such as:

- Kharwar: Kharwar mean donkey load one Kharwar is equal to 560 Kilograms
- Ser: 1 Ser = 7 kg
- Bags: Bags are of 2 types (50 Kg or 100 kgs)

The units of fuel also depend on the quantity they buy, mean if the people are supposed to by
smaller quantity they by per Ser and if they by bigger quantity they buy per Karwar or bags.

Ser, Kharwar and bags are usually using for mineral coal
Ser and bags are using for wood coal and sawdust
Ser and Kahrwar for wood
Kg for LPG
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2.5.5 Difficulties people meet for providing their fuels
29.7 percent of the people answered they don’t faced any issues with providing their fuel needs in
last year winter, but the rest 70.3 percent of the people faced difficulties with their fuel
consumption.

Figure 43: Difficulty in meeting of energy needs

Figure 44: People difficulties meet basic fuel needs
The difficulties people are facing are mainly of fuel cost 85.11 % people complain of fuel price and a
limited number said its not available during some needed times
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Solutions or strategies the people tried for managing their fuel difficulties

Figure 45: Solutions people tried for managing fuel consumption in winter

Strategies Used by the
People

Number of Households Percentage of the
Households

reduce the amount of
fuel used

14 4.6%

entire days without
heating

1 0.33%

borrow fuel from
friends or relatives

40 13.16%

purchase fuel on credit 75 24.7%
reduce the amount of
fuel used + borrow fuel
from friends or relatives

41 13.5%

reduce the amount of
fuel used + purchase
fuel on credit

16 5.3%

entire days without 7 2.3%

14

1

40

75

41
167

84

1
20

3
1 1

Number of Households

Reducing fuel consumption No heating

Borrowed fuels purchase on credit

Reducing fuel consumption + borrowed fuel Reducing fuel consumption + purchase fuel on credit

No heating + borrowed fuel borrowed fuel+ purchase on credit

Reducing fuel consumption +no heating Reducing fuel consumption+no heating +borrowed fuel

No heating +borrowed fuel +purchase fuel on credit all

None ACKU
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heating + borrow fuel
from friends or relatives
borrow fuel from
friends or relatives +
purchase fuel on credit

84 27.62%

reduce the amount of
fuel used +entire days
without heating

1 0.33%

reduce the amount of
fuel used +entire days
without heating
+borrow fuel from
friends or relatives

20 6.6%

entire days without
heating +borrow fuel
from friends or relatives
+purchase fuel on credit

3 1%

all 1 0.33%
None 1 0.33%

Table 6: Solutions people tried for managing fuel consumption

2.5.6 Heating devices

The most common and traditional types of heating devices are of traditional cylinder Bukhari and
traditional cubic shape Chari, both of them are widely available and even the craftsmen in local level in
provinces or districts they could make or repair. This is because the use of these 2 types are much more
than other.

Bellow tab;e is showing the details of heating devices practice at families.

Name of the device: Farshi bukhari (Cylindrical bukhari)
1. Technical characteristics

Origin: local made by local craftsmen (tinsmith
mainly) on bazaars in Kabul its mainly
producing in Anhasarat are of D2 and tinsmith
street, in Kot-e- Sangi bazaar of D3. These
markets also export to other places of the city
or the country.

Figure 46:Traditional cylinder Bukhary

Construction materials: metal sheets, especial
glue
Cost:

1,200 to 2,000AFA
The cost is depend on the tetchiness of iron
sheet used for it and the purpose of use,
because some types are only usable for wood
and coal and other types are for sawdust, wood
and coal. There is no changes observed from
previous  SEADEP
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Fuels used:
Wood
Main fuel used
Sawdust
Only if the model allows it
Mineral coal
Limited number of people
Purpose:
 Heating
 Cooking
 Boiling water

Season of use:
 All year
Winter
 Summer

Frequency of use:
 Daily
Weekly
 Rarely

47
Table 7– Characteristics of the bukhari farshi

90%

3%
4% 3%

Wood

Sawdust

Mineral coal

Wood + Sawdust

Wood + Mineral coal
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Name of the device: Chari
1. Technical characteristics

Origin: local made by local craftsmen
(Tinsmith) on local bazaars

Figure 48: Chari

Construction materials: metal, billers metal
(the used billers of fuel or asphalt can also be
used for Chari, especially the main frame.
Cost:

1,400 to 2,500AFA

The unit cost is around 2,000AFA, according to
the quality of materials. Price can vary also
according to the modules, the types with billers
iron are more expansive than normal metal
sheets.

Fuels used:

Wood
Main fuel used

Sawdust
Logically cannot be used in Chari, as the model
is not adapted and will not allow, a very small
number of people said they also use sawdust
on it (this can be of a miss understanding or
especial technique by people)

Mineral coal
In small quantity, because of smell or
dangerous gases (Nitrogen di oxide) its less
used in Chari

2. Main uses
Purpose:
 Heating
 Cooking
 Boiling water

The Chari is the actual local multi-purpose device.

Season of use:
 All year
Winter
 Summer

Frequency of use:
 Daily
Weekly
 Rarely

Table 8 – Characteristics of the bukhari chari

89%

2% 4% 2%3%
Wood

Sawdust

Mineral coal

Wood + Sawdust

Wood + Mineral
coal
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PART III – RECOMMENDATIONS

3.1 ENERGY CONTEXT
As previously highlighted the needs for energy is part of daily life and without energy and fuels the

life in Kabul is almost not possible. On other hand the people are dealing several types of issues with
providing their basic energy or fuel needs. As well pollution is one of the biggest problem in all big cities of
the country. Kabul people are also suffering from bad and polluted weather in their city. Especially in winter
when all the connected devices to biomass fuels start, you can see huge smoke going out from the chimney
of each house. The problem of pollution is very huge. The government and international community both
really don’t know of the solutions, neither a comprehensive research is carried out to find proper and long
term solution to improve air quality during past years. Some small project or awareness activities are done
but this could not help a lot. The economy level of families are also in a very low level, even some poorest
people cannot afford wood or coal, they burn plastic items, old shows, rubber or car tyres which are very
bad for family health and environment.

To reduce considerably amount of fuel or improve substantially the quality of weather of Kabul city
will need a national long term and huge programs.

Here we propose some community based solutions for improving the indoor temperature and
outdoor air quality by reducing heating fuel consumption. However if these solutions be nationally applied
will significantly improve livelihood and environment.

Energy in Afghanistan is a central issue for the average households, but it is always ignored. When
asked about their usual problems, people do not often mention energy, and aid stakeholders rarely include
energy in their activities. More and more, the energy and it relation with natural resource management
issue is taken into account in rural areas; however, in Kabul, energy is still not widely considered.

The baseline highlighted, people are very interested to reduce their energy bills, but they need for
orientation and solutions. The solutions applied during AFG- TAJ project are jointly developed with
communities, as part of research and development department was to work with people and collect people
feedback for validation of each technique. Therefore the packages developed in AFG- TAJ project are very
adapted to communities need, and they are affordable for Kabul people. The latest changes on level of
economy, security, migrations, and returnees could affect more less the demand, but more effort of
awareness team could rise efficiently demand for proposed solutions.

3.2 ENERGY EFFICIENCY SOLUTIONS

3.2.1 Passive solar verandas
Passive solar veranda are the flagship tools for GERES since several years, these verandas are

adapted to both rural and urban context. In Kabul unplanned areas the model with wood or metal frame
and covered by plastic are will accepted by beneficiaries, this is while GERES team developed 2 versions of
veranda for planned areas of Kabul (Metal frame veranda covered with glass and polycarbonate)

Figure 49: veranda with plastic,D8 © RR Figure 50: Veranda with glass, D7 © RR
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Eligibility:

The above section (houses configuration) highlighted more than 75% of the houses in unplanned
areas are south oriented, and more than 77 % have enough space for veranda construction. This is a good
opportunity for development of veranda solutions in Kabul context.

Cost and efficiency:

The winter monitoring in 56 households of D5 and 7 of Kabul municipality during winter 2013 /2014
reported 38% of fuel saving with veranda solutions, in average 0.5 TCO2 per year per household saved.
The veranda proposed by GERES creates an extra room on the southern part of the house, warm during
winter sunny days, people are using for many family activities like, washing and drying cloths, place for
children play, women crafts activity, meetings and.

The winter monitoring also highlighted a significant impact on health of the family by reduction of
diseases through cold.

The cost of veranda is depend to type and size of veranda, glass and polycarbonate verandas are
of course more expansive than wood and plastic. Return on investment of plastic verandas are 3.5 Years
while for glass and polycarbonate veranda is almost double (around 6 or 7 years)

As more than 75% of Kabul housing are built in unplanned areas, demand for wooden or metal
frame verandas will be much higher than glass and polycarbonate verandas. Still it will be good to develop
some glass and poly verandas in planned areas and push for awareness and communication in planned
areas. Because people of planned areas are mostly on good economy level they will have the budget, just
need for technical support and orientation.

3.2.2 Roof thermal insulation

Results of the survey, and particularly discussions with women, highlight high potential social
acceptance. Indeed, households use all kinds of strategies to reduce fuel consumption, so any technology
reducing fuel consumption can potentially meet the agreement of households, provided it does not
significantly disrupt their habits. Roof thermal insulation besides reducing the fuel it’s give better comfort
for families (warm in winter and fresh in summer). The roofs build with local materials wooden or iron
beams and mud layers on top are the most eligible for techniques developed during AFG – TAJ, however
some solutions for Reinforced Cement Concrete (RCC) roofs of big houses are also require to be developed.
The people with RCC roofs more suffer from cold roofs in winter and overheat in summer.

Figure 51: Roof insulation with EPS ,D5 ©RR Figure 52: Roof insulation glass wool, D7 © RR
Subsidy based dissemination at 3rd year of previous project was moved with very high demand roof

thermal insulation. So the technique is also recommending for SWITCH project to be considered ad second
priority after veranda.

3.2.3 Windows double glazing
Double-glazing of windows are techniques already developed by GERES in previous projects, and

are planned to be integrated to the package of energy-saving solutions proposed in the framework of
SWITCH project. This technique, in principle, can be applied to all houses with the traditional pattern of
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large windows. It could at least improve energy efficiency and reduce fuel consumption of the houses that
are not eligible to the construction of veranda, whereas it improves veranda efficiency for eligible houses.
The cost of the techniques nevertheless should be considered as well as the ratio cost / energy efficiency.

The technique developed by GERES in past projects are more adapted to traditional wooden frame
windows which are the biggest quantity in term of use. For PVC or aluminium frame verandas the technique
is simpler, an order from owner could be considered for double glaze windows. The cost difference between
double and single glaze PVC windows are 6-10 %.

Figure 53:Windows insulation Figure 54Sample of windows insulation

3.2.4 Direct Gain

Most of the houses in Kabul and even in the country level are already adapted to direct gain aspects,
as Afghan people traditionally like to put big windows on South face of their houses. But the heat losses
during cloudy, snowy days and at night through these large single glaze windows are a big worry for energy
efficiency planners and implementers. More technical surveys should be carried out to assess the relevance
of implementing direct gain, but considering the cost of window panes and the fact that traditional housing
already optimises the use of windows, there will probably not be a significant difference between direct
gain and simple double-glazing of existing windows. Therefore adapting traditional big southern windows
with double glaze aspect could easily benefit the families and adapt their houses for energy efficiency
concept.

Figure 55: Big windows on SOUTH face (direct gain)
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3.2.5 Solar wall

Figure 56: Solar wall in Kabul, PD6

During AFG- TAJ project the technical team realized, due to technical eligibility the exist houses
were mostly not matching for solar wall construction.

Therefore solar wall is recommending in new constructions, where the houses are not eligible for
verandas, or the owners are not happy with veranda.

 From a technical point of view, the solar wall is difficult to build on existing constructions,
and has not been adapted for the moment to house rehabilitation. Thus, a phase of research
and development can be necessary to search solutions adapted for solar wall construction.

 The cost of solar wall is more elevated than the one of the veranda: it might not target the
same category of population. However, it could be appropriate for a small category of
houses and more for “public buildings”: schools, mosques, health facilities, restaurants,
etc.

 Considering that there is only one existing unit in Kabul, the choice of developing solar wall
should consider a phase of pilot and demonstration before considering disseminating the
tool.

 The solar wall does not create extra living space as the veranda does, as a result, social
acceptance might be more important.

3.2.6 Improved cooking & heating device

Considering that more than 95 percent of Kabul population is depend on devices with LPG for
cooking, the solution to reduce LPG will be more factorial base and may require a huge assessment and
technical studies.

Locally made Digdan are the tools a number of people still use as cooking device in rural areas.
GERES adapted a solution to reduce fuel and as well smoke inside the kitchen, it’s called improved Digdan.
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Improved Digdan was will accepted by central highlands people and there is huge demand for it.

Therefore this technical solution could be interesting for semi urban areas such as Kabul provincial
districts, however development of such technique may require an assessment and some additional research
and development steps to be validated for Kabul context.

Figure 57: Traditional Digdan Figure 58: GERES improved Digdan

Heating devices for poor and medium class people in Kabul are mainly of two types: cylinder Bukhari
and Chari this 2 models together represent 73.11 percent of the devices used by communities. As first
priority the technical and R&D team should focus on these 2 types improvement. Its worth to mention
GERES Research and development unit work on improvement of local Chari from several years and more
than 17 version of the Chari has been tested. But due to complication and social impact still not a validated
version to be adapted for Kabul houses. More R&D work on heating stoves will depend on deep assessment
of exist stoves and reviewing all test protocols and feedback from field. Several aspects of the device should
be considered in R&D if more work on this devices are approved:

Cost: to be affordable for targeted population

Efficiency: there should be light difference with traditional stoves in term of efficiency

Risk: As the traditional stoves (Cylinder Bukhari and Chari) are not safe for users and there is risk
of burn, especially for children, the R&D should consider it and try to find solutions for it.ACKU
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Figure 59 GERES multi-function stove Figure 60– local made Charis
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3.2.7 Awareness and communication activities

SWITCH project is basically designed with very low subsidies and sustainable self-dissemination
through loans or people own money. To reach such a challenging goal will need a very big effort of
awareness and communication activities with communities, craftsmen and other relevant stakeholders.
Therefore design and development of complete awareness and technical tools should be the first priority
for project implementers.  and To date the activities of awareness and communication in the framework of
the project have been planned and implemented on the basis of GERES previous projects in Afghanistan,
in particular the project of dissemination of passive solar houses in Kabul (AFG-TAJ) project.

In particular, these activities should include:

- Accurate awareness about environmental issues, with concrete examples;

- Promotion of good practices to lower the impact of daily practices on the environment (as previously
carried out by GAF; existing awareness supports such as posters, brochures, leaflets);

- Promotion of good practices to lower the risks of domestic accidents (gas, carbon monoxide, etc.)
and improve health conditions, particularly in winter (room ventilation, etc.);

- Promote social and educational impact of energy efficiency techniques such as veranda;

- Organize, promote and follow big awareness campaigns through media sources at Kabul level;

Dedicated team for awareness activities planned in project seems really not enough to cover all
project targets, therefore more precise awareness plan is needed with involvement of SHTA, SMEs, Wakils
and Shuras. As well bigger awareness through media (Tv, Radio, Social networks) will help project team
to disseminate the message much faster than small awareness events.
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3.3 A CHANGING CONTEXT

3.3.1 Management of line institution
The government authorities are set upped to top down management, mean for any topic not be

included in agreements, MoUs or not be discussed with highest management of the authority, you need to
start from highest level in the institution. On other hand from beginning of unity government allot of
institutions including ministries, deputy, or department level are managing by acting directors or ministers.
Kabul mayor resigned his position beginning 2016, for several months municipality was manging by deputy
mayor and finally at mid 2016 the president introduced a new acting mayor. New acting mayor replaced
most of high level positions at KM. this become a new start for GERES, because the previous staff were
much familiar with GERES work. The drafted MoU with KM took much longer time to be signed and this
delayed field activities. More changes can expect at municipality level, both on head office of the
municipality and district authorities, so the project team should be ready to deal with such context and
follow closely the situation in order to adapt its strategy.

3.3.2 Community

The fast growth of Kabul’s population in the past ten years will probably not stop. Indeed, the
development of entire new neighbourhoods in the margins of the city, with multi-storey buildings of
apartments to be rented reveals the evolution of the city; whereas the vulnerability of a lot of Afghan rural
areas may encourage internal displacements from the provinces to the capital city. Besides, the security
issues around Kabul and in provinces and tension with neighbour countries forcing for much faster
population growth at Kabul city (migration, replacement and returnees).

For that reason, the definition of a good monitoring system below the actual monitoring of
project achievement is necessary. The monitoring should move in parallel with project activities, a
comprehensive M&E plan is required to monitor:

- Project initial activities and achievements

- To monitor SMEs and craftsmen

- To monitor loan and MFIs involvement

- To monitor market for (fuel, constriction materials, energy, basic food items) costs and changes

- To monitor health and health impact of proposed technologies

- To monitor education impact of the project activities

- To monitor self-dissemination or copies of the technologies

- To monitor demand and market for EEs at households

All of above mentioned items should be included in comprehensive monitoring plan, to be regularly
updated.
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3.4 DEVELOPMENT CHALLENGES IN KABUL

During baseline survey the project team met with 4 newly added districts and did an interview with
the district governors of (D3, D6, D13 and D16), the district authorities highlighted so many challenges
and issues the districts are dealing with, the most common and priority challenges were as bellow:

- Water: portable water availability and access is one of the main challenge for Kabul city, recently
build septic are not with standard and they deeply affect ground water, as well last years drought
and population explosion forced Kabul water table to be at least 15 meters deeper than it was 10
years before and this is continuing fast.

- Roods and sub streets: Most of the sub streets and streets are not paved at neighbourhoods, this
make a lot of troubles for community during winter.

- Waste: Waste management is one of the big issues at Kabul level, according to municipality they
could collect around 70% of the garbage, but the rest remain for longer times in the open areas,
with wind a lot of plastic and paper items are spraying at streets.

- Fuels: Use of biomass fuels as main fuel for whole Kabul city created a lot of environmental issues
in whole city, Kabul weather with huge traffic (around 800000 cars) and less quality fuels is already
very bad, with hundreds thousandths stoves of wood and coal in winter it become very polluted.

- Security: The districts authorities less mentioned about security issues, they were somehow trying
to catch NGOs support, this is why they seems very convinced in term of security. They mentioned
there are small criminality issues which is normal all over the world.

Moreover, GERES’ activities, being implemented at domestic level, are cross-cutting and linked to
other development issues. As a result, it appears that the project could bring major added value enhancing
coordination with other stakeholders.
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ANNEXES

 HH survey questionnaire

 Craftsmen survey Questionnaire

 Market Survey Questionnaire

 KII template

 HH survey data base
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